
Year 9 -10 GCSE Graphic Communications Summer assignment 2021:

Learning Objectives:
• To research new artists and designers on the new theme. Making selections of techniques an processes you 

might want to experiment with.
• To think and select a new theme for your study in Year 10.
• To record primary source photographs on your theme.
• To explain in written terms the context of their work related to your own project themes and ideas.

Yr 10 Theme: Structures

• building, construction, or organization; arrangement of parts, elements, or constituents.
• something built or constructed, as a building, bridge, or dam.
• the structure of modern science.
• anything composed of parts arranged together in some way; an organization.
• the relationship or organization of the component parts of a work of art or literature:
• the structure of a poem.

Structures, construction, form, formation, shape, composition, fabric, anatomy, make-up, constitution, 
organization, system, arrangement, layout, design, frame, framework, configuration, conformation, 
pattern, plan, mould, set-up, building, edifice, construction, pile, complex, assembly



Research, Select, analyse, respond
1. Research: Look carefully at all the artists on the next slide, use the internet to investigate their work, style, techniques, processes.

2. Select a category of art to study in Year 10.

• The Portrait face, head and shoulders, single person likeness, depiction of someone, identity. 
• The Figure person's bodily shape.
• The City a large human settlement. It can be defined as a permanent and densely settled place with defined boundaries.
• Landscape place, space, urban or natural.
• Still life inanimate object, natural form.
• Natural forms objects in nature in its original form. Leaves, flowers, pine cones, shells, bones, insects, fossils, birds, fish, animals 

Select and research one artist from the PowerPoint who relates to your chosen category, look at the kind of work they produce linked to 
the theme ‘structures’. 

Cut and paste 4 images by the artist to a word document.

• Research your artist.

• Select words of the key words list to use in your sentences/annotations. 

3. Analyse: Write 250 words or more on the artist, follow the PEEL guide. You could add into your annotation a comparison between 2 
pieces of their work. This website will help too   https://www.studentartguide.com/articles/how-to-analyze-an-artwork

4. Respond: PHOTOGRAPHS. Take a sequence of 20 photographs on your chosen theme.

https://www.studentartguide.com/articles/how-to-analyze-an-artwork


Portraiture - Alvaro Tapia Hidalgo, Chuck Close, Gary Hume.
Figuration - Antony Gormley, David Downton.
Cityscape   – Stephen Wiltshire, Patrick Caulfield, Lucinda Rogers.
Landscape –David Hockney, Michael Raedecker, Julien Opie.
Still life    – Roy Lichtenstein, Jim Dine tools
Nature – Jim Dine, Gary Hume

Artist to choose from…….



Portrait Alvaro Tapia Hidalgo



Portrait Chuck Close



Portrait Gary Hume



Figure Antony Gormley



Figure David Downton



Cityscape Stephen Wiltshire



Cityscape
Patrick Caulfield



Cityscape
Lucinda 
Rogers



Landscape David Hockney 



Landscape Michael Raedecker



Landscape Julien Opie



Still Life Roy Lichtenstein



Still life Jim Dine



Nature Jim Dine



Nature Gary Hume



Key words:

Higher order words 

The artists formal elements
Line, colour, shape, form, texture, surface, tone, light, dark, shade, 2D, 3D.

When writing use words you learn to use in context - try extending your artistic vocabulary - use the following specialist 
artistic terms (words) in combination with the formal element words stated above - then where possible combine with 

some of the higher order words -

Lower order words

Techniques, palette (colour) weight, pressure, mark making, contrast, balance,
process, complimentary, picture, depict, portray, show, tactile, make, create, media, materials, juxtaposition, ground, 
preparation, mix, blend, combination, view, perspective, discord, harmony, studio, routines, balance,  focus, simplify, 

present, observation, recording, seeing, coast, scene, environment, real.

Art, Culture, moral, social, communication, political, economic, ideas, concepts, meanings, time, history, 
contemporary, artistic, composition, representation, abstraction, realism, environment, 



P Point

Title/ theme / subtheme / focus.

Define your title. Structures

What is the definition of your theme? How can you connect Structures to your sub theme? Where is a structure in the city, the
portrait etc?

.

E Evidence

Visual analysis of artist work.

Critical analysis of artist work.

Who is your chosen artists and artworks?

State key features or characteristics of the work. Describe the pieces. Title, dates, material, size, how many? 

How did social, cultural and contextual influences impact on the artwork? 

What did you learn about the way artists used materials and techniques to communicate their ideas?

Explain how the artist uses formal elements and the principles of art and design to communicate their ideas.
E Explain

(Evaluation)

Highlight the interesting ideas / techniques that are 
relevant to your developing theme.

Summarise the ideas, feelings or message the artist is trying to communicate.

What is the purpose of the artwork?

What are your personal thoughts about the image?

Why is this artwork relevant to your project theme/ focus?

L Link

What are your next steps to develop your work in 
response to your explanations?

How did you use aspects of this knowledge in your own work and how successful were you?

How can you develop your ideas in response to this artist?

How can you improve use of formal elements and principles to better express these ideas?

What skills do you need to practice to improve your work?

How can you can take risks and be creative with materials to develop your work?

How will your focus change in your next piece?

List of illustrations

Paste picture example of artist work discussed, 
include Name, title, date.

PLl

List of sources

Copy and paste the website addresses that you 
have used for your research.

Link can only be finished after work has been 
completed.

Please ensure you copy and paste 4 images by the artist and add the information on title of 
work and date.

Web addresses where images and information came from.



Compare and contrast similarities and differences between the artworks.

Compare and contrast similarities and differences between the pieces.

The paragraph should establish the similarities between the Artworks and describe them. Then, in two or three paragraphs, 
present the points of contrast or differences between the artwork. Be sure to support your analysis with specific details from the 
images. In your final paragraph, summarize your main points and clearly present the significance of your analysis. Each 
paragraph should have a strong topic sentence.


